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Stimulate smart
decision making!
As a business leader and entrepreneur, you’re constantly looking for ways
to improve your products and processes. Chances are, you’re looking
for a strategic partner with the same level of focus and commitment that
you’ve put into your business.
EFI Radius has been the label and packaging industry’s
leading ERP and end-to-end enterprise management
solution for over three decades. We are focused 100% on
improving business processes for operations producing
labels, folding cartons, flexible packaging, extrusion and
other printed products. Unlike any other supplier, we
bring you the level of visibility and intelligence you need
to stimulate smart decision making.

An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software system
is the blood that runs through an organization. The right
system connects information, technology and people,
and keeps business moving forward. Finding the right
partner with proven industry-specific solutions can be
the difference between becoming an industry leader and
falling behind.
At EFI, we are driven by the needs, feedback and vision
of our customers. We believe that our commitment to
excellence, our customer-centered philosophy and
our industry-leading solutions are the reasons packaging
and printing leaders rely on EFI as their long-term,
strategic partner.

“With our old systems, we had a lot of duplication
in our service processes for our customers. With
EFI Radius, we are using half of the people to service
our customers, which has absolutely had a positive
impact on our overhead costs.”
Nancy Smith
VP of Customer Systems
Multi-Packaging Solutions
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“It was important that we could
implement a system without
disruption to operations. We did
not want to be late or miss orders.
None of that happened with
EFI Radius.”
Susan Everett
VP & CIO
Clondalkin Pharma & Healthcare

“EFI Radius allows us to respond quickly to customers
and utilize the most efficient means of running each
project across whichever plant capabilities best meet
the needs of the job.”
Greg Myers
CIO
	Multi-Color Corporation

A solid foundation and
proactive approach

Scalable to protect
your investment

As jobs move through your business, every transaction
is collected, organized and presented in a usable format
by Radius. The system promotes accessible information
and brings data to life so your people and processes are
able to function at a higher level.

The Radius ERP system’s architecture allows single
facility companies to run the same system as
large, global organizations that require the flexibility
of multi-company, multi-plant, multi-language and
multi-currency capabilities. If the Professional
(single-plant) edition fits today, a future upgrade to
the Enterprise edition is an easy and expected transition.

Consolidating operational
information into one
centralized system
Radius helps you streamline operations, improve
resource management, reduce waste and boost
productivity. Business leaders are able to transition
to a more proactive management approach –
optimizing and maximizing day-to-day and longterm performance.

Industry-focused
and configurable
EFI Radius has been developed specifically for the
packaging and label converting industries. This means
you don’t have to deal with the costly, ongoing
customizations often associated with generic software
packages. By running standard versions of this flexible
ERP system, EFI customers enjoy easier upgrades,
better service from a team that knows the industry,
a lower total cost of ownership and the competitive
advantage of being able to quickly capitalize on new
growth opportunities.
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Supporting you today,
engineering for tomorrow
Radius has been implemented in hundreds of
packaging and label converting facilities around the
globe. EFI’s tested and proven implementation process,
which includes individual project attention by a skilled
implementation and training team, helps our customers
hit the ground running.
Our focus is not limited to software; we live and breathe
print and packaging productivity. We listen to our
customers and the industry and continually evolve
our solutions to meet your needs today, while
engineering for the future. EFI’s tools provide your
business with a profitable, future-proof management
and production ecosystem.

The EFI Ecosystem
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
CENTRALIZED, SHARED DATA
INTEGRATED, AUTOMATED, SMART SOFTWARE

ACQUIRE

MANAGE

PREP

PRODUCE

EFI Radius connects all parts of your company, forming an ecosystem driven by integration, automation and
smart software.
• Acquire new jobs and system information with mobile CRM and online customer portal.
• Manage your entire workflow from item-specific estimating through final invoicing.
• Prepare jobs by utilizing industry-leading, integrated CAD and pre-press solutions.
• Produce jobs with higher efficiency, optimized resource utilization and improved visibility.

• Business Intelligence
•	Mobile CRM
REMOTE CRM
AND PORTAL

• Product-specific estimating

PRODUCT
SPECIFIC
ESTIMATING

•	Inventory and purchasing
•	MRP

COSTING,
BILLING AND
FINANCIAL

JOB
MANAGEMENT
AND PLANNING

•	Dynamic scheduling with
plant optimization
•	Tooling library and tracking
• CAD and prepress integration

SHIPPING AND
FULFILLMENT

BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

PURCHASING,
INVENTORY
AND MRP

• Production
• Shop data collection/DMI
• Quality management

PRODUCTION
AND SHOP FLOOR
DATA COLLECTION

OPTIMIZED
SCHEDULING
AND TOOLING

•	Environmental
data management
• Shipping management
• Job costing
• Sales order management

Fully integrated ERP
for packaging and labels

•	EDI (electronic data interchange)
•	Financial accounting
• 24/7 Customer portal
• Customization toolkits
•	Fulfillment
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Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence (BI) promotes continuous
improvement in your organization – positioning you
for success and growth. If your ERP system is the
blood of your organization, BI is the brain. Integrated
BI provides company leaders and managers with
enterprise-wide visibility into things happing right
now, as well as trends that are developing or have
developed over time.

Armed with clearly-presented information in an
intuitive user interface, decision-makers are able to
discover the areas of their business that require
attention. Powerful ‘what-if’ scenario generators
and drill-down capabilities make complex decisions
easier. Data comes to life with Business Intelligence—
providing true interaction between information,
technology and people, driving your business forward.

Build a smarter, more
unified organization
EFI Radius connects people, processes and
technology with automated, smart software.
• Customers become more engaged and save
time with a positive, responsive customer
service experience.
• Salespeople gain mobile visibility into accounts,
opportunities and plant operations. Their
productivity increases and their clients enjoy
better service.

Ultimately, EFI’s integration, automation, efficiency
and visibility provide you with the knowledge and
tools to achieve your goals and strategically position
your business for the future.
The decision to partner with EFI, the packaging,
converting and printing industry’s leading technology
innovator, is why our customers are leading the
industry today and will continue to lead in the future.

• 	Executives gain the tools they need to manage
more proactively. Critical decisions are made
based on accurate information, inefficiencies are
addressed before resources are consumed
and revenue-drivers and new opportunities are
identified in time to capitalize on them.
• 	Managers make quicker decisions based on live
updates from the shop floor and other triggered
system communications. Constantly shifting
priorities are handled more effectively.
• Production Employees work smarter and more
efficiently with continuously updated, prioritized
work lists and accurate information about jobs and
availability of materials.
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“ The system has allowed us to make decisions
about taking the business forward—identifying
trends and where we can make improvements
and apply best practices.”
DAN IELLE BE ATTIE
HE AD OF B USIN ESS IMPRO V EME N T
INSP IRE PAC

EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to super wide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes,
EFI has everything your company needs to succeed.
Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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